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Introduction:  The Deep Space Gateway opens up 

vast amounts of new opportunities for science meas-

urements that can support the next steps for human 

space exploration. Radiation health impact in human 

space flight is identified in the NASA Human Research 

Project as one of the main risks for human space explo-

ration requiring appropriate mitigations for habitation 

or planetary missions [1]. Mitigation of this risk can 

benefit from Deep Space Gateway enabled scientific 

measurements, in particular in the context of Solar Par-

ticle Events.  

Background:  NASA manages radiation exposure 

of astronauts by maintaining health risks below estab-

lished safety limits. Different methods and mitigations 

are applied for different radiation fields and activities 

in free space.  

Solar Particle Events (SPEs) represent transient ra-

diation events where astronaut exposure can reach sig-

nificant levels inside a spacecraft. The ability to accu-

rately measure the flux energy spectrum of transient 

events can positively impact mission planning and 

health assessments. Astronaut health impact of SPEs is 

particularly driven by the intermediate energy flux 

spectrum shape above about 400 MeV proton kinetic 

energy. However, space radiation asset data currently 

used in operations is only available as integral fluxes 

for >10, >50 and >100 MeV [2], and SPE energy spec-

tra vary from event to event. 

Extra vehicular activities (EVAs) are expected to 

be a part of Deep Space Gateway operations. Astronaut 

radiation exposure management includes estimation of 

exposure received during EVAs using models of the 

radiation environment outside the vehicle. Simulations 

indicate that astronauts receive as much as 40% of total 

effective dose behind shielding corresponding to space 

suits from particles below 1 GeV [3]. This energy 

range of charged particles, however, is expected to be 

uniquely modulated by the presence of the Deep Space 

Gateway such that existing Low Earth Orbit measure-

ments (e.g. [4]) will be of limited use. 

Proposed Science Experiment: A charged particle 

measurement experiment mounted externally to the 

Deep Space Gateway is proposed. This experiment 

provides in-situ, free space flux energy spectrum in-

formation from about 1 MeV/n to 1 GeV/n particle 

energy directly relevant for characterizing the local 

Deep Space Gateway radiation environment. The ex-

periment will achieve energy resolution for protons 

beyond 400 MeV to improve SPE radiation exposure 

hazard estimations for astronauts, and energy resolu-

tion for protons below 1 GeV to measure and monitor 

the local radiation environment for radiation exposure 

management in EVAs. Operational use of the device 

data is an expectable side-benefit of the experiment e.g. 

for in-situ space weather awareness and to complement 

Deep Space Gateway Caution & Warning systems. An 

additional system could be placed on the inside of the 

vehicle to quantify the radiation shielding impact of the 

Deep Space Gateway structural and payload materials 

on the exterior particle radiation spectra. Data collect-

ed with the experiment can be used to improve NASA 

radiation exposure management processes. 

Expected Resources of Proposed Experiment: 

The experiment would utilize power and communica-

tions provided by the Deep Space Gateway and teleme-

ter measured data back to Earth on a regular basis for 

science analysis. No need for astronaut operations or 

maintenance is expected. 

System/Technology Candidates: The instrument 

to acquire the science data can be based on the AES 

Hybrid Radiation Environment Assessor (HERA) de-

vice developed for environmental radiation monitoring 

inside the Orion vehicle for Exploration Missions 1 

and beyond. This technology path would provide a 

compact system with a small resource footprint and 

low cost through leveraging previous system integra-

tion and data analysis work. 

Summary: The Deep Space Gateway offers oppor-

tunities for unique science measurements in a free 

space environment. An external radiation science ex-

periment proposed in this abstract can measure charged 

particle data contributing to improvements in our scien-

tific understanding of the immediate radiation envi-

ronment around the Deep Space Gateway and has the 

additional potential to improve operational radiation 

exposure management of astronauts. 
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